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I Introduction

A. The Promise and Pitfalls of Data-Intensive Methods

Data and data-intensive methods are increasingly promoted—and indeed, sometimes mandated—as solutions within domains that call for people to make difficult decisions about pressing human problems. The fair and ethical use of such methods requires transparency, especially when the stakes are high. However, AI/machine learning tools can be notoriously opaque to human users. Opacity in algorithms can result in biased decisions that, once made, are difficult to challenge. The damage done can be life-changing and difficult to reverse (e.g. firing good teachers for the wrong reasons; Turque, 2012; O’Neil, 2016). When data-intensive algorithms are “black boxes,” it’s difficult to understand the reasoning behind the outcomes. Therefore, it is necessary to advocate for transparency in two key ways: first, the variables included in the training data for algorithms should be justifiable, and second, it should be clear how these variables are evaluated or weighted in outcomes or predictions. This is particularly important for algorithm-aided decisions in the domain of criminal justice, which can have profound impacts on vulnerable individuals.

Bias can creep into algorithms in different ways. When machine learning models are trained on datasets that are missing relevant information, the models produce outcomes that are unreliable for those cases that are underrepresented in the datasets; this may result in reproducing the biases of the past, or in otherwise unreliable outcomes. For example, “state-of-the-art” facial recognition algorithms learned to detect White faces better than Black faces and male faces better than female faces (Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018), making errors when classifying new cases that were not well represented in the training data. And when intersectional identity is sparsely represented and unevenly distributed in training data, “fairness gerrymandering” may result (Kearns & Roth, 2020), as it did when the faces of Black women were recognized least accurately of all (Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018). Transparency in the kind of data used to develop, train, and test algorithms is necessary to understand and ultimately prevent the potential misclassification of underrepresented individuals down the line.
Bias can also stem from the variables chosen for inclusion in training data. During training, models learn to represent underlying patterns among variables in the data in ways that are hidden even from their developers, and that may perpetuate undesirable stereotypes. This can occur even when key variables such as race or gender are removed from a dataset (and thus are considered to be “protected”). It may seem sufficient that a protected variable isn’t included in training a model, yet it can nevertheless still influence the outcome when other (proxy) variables that are correlated with the protected variable are included (see, e.g., O’Neil, 2016 & Angwin et al., 2016 for discussion of risks associated with proxies). For example, Amazon discontinued using an algorithm trained to identify successful job candidates after it was discovered that, despite removing gender as a variable, the algorithm still recommended men over women (Dastin, 2018); the resumés in the training data still included information such as extracurricular activities strongly correlated with gender. As another example, some states require that inmates fill out questionnaires that are used to support automated predictions about recidivism. Although asking about race is illegal in some jurisdictions and therefore avoided, questions about family members’ unemployment or welfare status, or about the age at which an individual first interacted with the police, can differentiate privileged from underprivileged individuals (and may divide them along race-based lines; Angwin et al., 2016). In this way, variables associated with privilege or lack thereof can serve as a proxy for race while ignoring that one’s first contact with the police may be a result of biased policing practices (O’Neil, 2016; see also Harcourt, 2015).

Another source of bias can arise when algorithms are deployed as decision aids without taking into account whether the distribution of errors is equitable and fair, or whether there are disparate impacts on individuals. For example, Northpointe’s COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions; T. Brennan & Dieterich, 2017) algorithm derives individuals’ recidivism risk scores from questionnaires given to them when they are incarcerated. COMPAS does not include an overt race variable, and its developers claimed that it was unbiased because its error rate in predicting recidivism for Black parolees was the same as for White parolees (39% for both). In an adversarial audit, the public interest group ProPublica obtained a dataset through a FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) request of more than 7,000 parolees in Broward County, FL over a 2-year period; all had been given the COMPAS algorithm’s lengthy input questionnaire when incarcerated (Angwin et al., 2016). The ProPublica team painstakingly unearthed the ground truth about whether these individuals actually recidivated over the next several years and merged this information with COMPAS’s predictions about them (as recounted in Christian, 2020). They found that the types of errors were dramatically different for Black and White parolees: approximately two-thirds of errors for White parolees were false negatives (where COMPAS had recommended release, but the parolee had recidivated), whereas two thirds of errors for Black parolees were false positives (where COMPAS had recommended denying parole, but the individual was paroled and there was no recidivism) (Angwin et al., 2016). This distribution of errors privileges one group while being grossly unfair to another. Yet data-intensive decision-making aids such as COMPAS are mandated in many jurisdictions around the U.S. (and with limited or no oversight; see Christian, 2020).

Biases can be further compounded when a decision-support algorithm is deployed blindly by those who should ultimately be the ones accountable for a decision, but who don’t understand the limitations of the algorithm within their context of use. The COMPAS algorithm was designed to assist with judges’ decisions about eligibility for parole or treatment programs (Angwin et al.,
Finally, although decision-support algorithms such as COMPAS are often used to assess risks posed by individuals accused or convicted of crimes (for the benefit and protection of society), these data-intensive methods can also be used to determine when and how to provide benefit and support to the accused or convicted individuals themselves. Whenever algorithms are used to recommend life-changing decisions, transparency is essential, not only to prevent unintended harms, but also to undo the harms that may have resulted from multiple sources of bias. Here, we explore the use of data-intensive methods in the domain of wrongful convictions.

B. Wrongful Convictions and the Intake Process

Wrongful convictions, by their very nature, are not readily observable. Accordingly, the true rate of wrongful convictions is a dark figure, that is to say, a figure that is typically recognized as unknown or even unknowable, but at the very least, extremely difficult to ascertain (Bedau & Radelet, 1987; Gross et al., 2014). One estimate based on a thoroughly-vetted survey of state prisoners (with non-parametric tests used to account for possible false innocence claims) suggests that 6% of incarcerations are based on wrongful convictions (Loeffler et al., 2019). Among capital cases, a conservative estimate of the rate of wrongful convictions is about 4% (Gross et al., 2014). It can therefore safely be said that many people are actively serving prison sentences for crimes that they did not commit, or that did not even occur in the first place.

Through exoneration, the official alleviation of legal culpability for a crime that a person was originally found to be guilty of, victims of wrongful conviction may find an avenue to justice. Innocence organizations are a group of legal representatives and advocates for the wrongfully convicted. With more than 900 contributions to exonerations, innocence organizations play a vital role in exonerating the wrongfully convicted. As of 2023, there are 72 member organizations in the Innocence Network spread across the United States. The Innocence Network serves as a community that provides various forms of support for newly exonerated individuals in addition to providing resources for legal organizations that join its mission in exonerating the innocent. Whether an innocence organization accepts an application can depend on the availability of resources like the number of staff and budget. Innocence organizations can receive anywhere from 20 to 2,400 requests for assistance a year, and moving a case to exoneration is an extremely time-consuming process that intake staff estimate to take around seven years (Weintraub, 2022). The investigative processing of a case alone can take more than a year to complete (Krieger, 2011). Therefore, innocence organizations and staff must strategically allocate resources to cases they determine are most likely to be successful.

The inner workings of individual innocence organizations impact the types of cases they can investigate and litigate. A qualitative study of 19 innocence organizations by Weintraub (2022) found that intake procedures vary among organizations. Such variations include 1) length of application, 2) whether the application is reviewed by either intake staff or directors, attorneys, or law students, 3) whether an organization conducts a screening interview with the applicant, and 4) intake criteria. Common intake criteria of most innocence organizations include factual innocence and geographic restrictions within a certain state or region, but organizations vary on acceptance
or consideration of cases involving child sexual abuse and sustained abuse, whether an applicant was involved in the criminal action, cases with DNA evidence, arson, shaken baby syndrome, guilty pleas, new evidence of innocence at intake, indigent status, and sentence length (Weintraub, 2022).

To support intake staff as they categorize and evaluate post-conviction requests, data-intensive decision support tools should empower them to effectively interpret and communicate about the results of multi-step data-driven analyses.

C. The NRE and the Six Canonical Factors

To understand the myriad of factors that contribute to wrongful convictions, data from successful exoneration cases can be illuminating. To this end, the Innocence Project actively maintains, updates, and consults a national dataset containing information on DNA-based exonerations (Innocence Project, *Cases*, 2023). Through examination of this dataset, the Innocence Project has identified “contributing causes” of wrongful convictions exposed via DNA evidence as: eyewitness misidentification, misapplication of forensic science, false confession or incriminating statement, incentivized informants’ statements, misconduct by government actors, and inadequate defense counsel (West & Meterko, 2016). These factors are particularly relevant to the Innocence Project’s internal investigations and goals that focused originally on DNA evidence, but are not generalizable to the larger set of wrongful conviction cases that include non-DNA cases as well (Acker & Redlich, 2019).

The much broader National Registry of Exonerations (NRE) database aims to include all exonerations; for this reason, we focus here on the NRE. Founded in 2012, this database is maintained by a dedicated group of scholars, lawyers, and journalists who have cataloged data on successful exonerations both for DNA- and non-DNA-based cases that have occurred since 1989. As of April 26th, 2023 when we did our analyses, the database contained information on 3,284 cases in total, making it the most comprehensive and most-frequently cited (Gross, 2008) source of raw information on known wrongful convictions to date.

Each case in the NRE database includes at least one of six “canonical” factors that have been identified as common contributors to wrongful convictions: False Confession (FC), Mistaken Witness Identification (MWID), False/Misleading Forensic Evidence (F/MFE), Perjury/False Accusation (P/FA), Official Misconduct (OM), and Inadequate Legal Defense (ILD) (Acker & Redlich, 2019). Given the greater diversity of cases in this dataset, the six so-called canonical factors are presumably more appropriate for analyses seeking to shed light on wrongful convictions in general, compared to the causal factors related to DNA-based exonerations (ibid).

Due to their dichotomous nature, the six canonical factors can be used as indicator variables for the technique known as latent class analysis (LCA). LCAs are informative for datasets such as the NRE, as they identify latent (i.e., not directly observable) subgroups within populations (McCutcheon, 2002). This method can be considered analogous to factor analysis albeit for categorical data: Both analyses demonstrate the interrelatedness of indicator variables whose associations are explained by unobserved factors, rather than direct causal relationships (McCutcheon, 2002). Many cases in the NRE include more than one of the six canonical factors,
as they frequently co-occur. A benefit of applying LCA to a dataset such as the NRE is that classes extracted from the analysis would account for co-occurrences of the relevant subsumed canonical factors.

Our present project is inspired by the results of an LCA analysis of the NRE database, reported by Berube et al. (2023). In their paper, Berube and colleagues sought to identify patterns that broadly underlie wrongful convictions. Through applying LCA to the NRE, they found that a four-class model best fit the data and named the four extracted classes as follows: Intentional Errors, Witness Mistakes, Investigative Corruption, and Failures to Investigate. They then performed correlations with other NRE variables, such as exoneree demographics, measures of case severity, and process/evidence-related variables to examine how trends within the six canonical factors, as represented by the latent classes, related to other case factors.

D. The Current Analysis

Although LCA offers a useful method for extrapolating underlying patterns within a dataset such as the NRE, there are a number of important limitations that should be considered alongside its implementation (Weller et al., 2020). According to current best practices for LCA, as described by Weller et al. (2020), proper class assignment and percentages of representation within a particular class are not always guaranteed because LCAs rely on probability estimates to assign members of a dataset to a particular latent class (Muthén & Muthén, 2000). Weller et al. (2020) also warn of the heightened potential for “naming fallacies” to occur when researchers attempt to create labels for the extrapolated classes. Such labels may fail to appropriately capture the complexities of the determining factors in class memberships. Therefore, we first aimed to reproduce Berube et al.’s (2023) analysis, both to demonstrate the stability of their findings with a larger data set, and to simultaneously allow for a possible re-assessment of the labels originally conferred upon the latent classes. Second, to account for the inherent limitations of LCAs, we aimed to use the extracted classes as targets for a predictive analysis that would be more transparent and interpretable.

Models of complex data often use regression-based analyses to make predictions. However, these models can be nonoptimal for guiding human decision-making because of difficulties in interpreting and applying data to ambiguous, novel, and idiosyncratic cases. We introduce what we propose may be a more transparent framework using decision trees (Flach, 2012; Duda et al., 2001). Decision trees identify and lay out the impacts of variables one by one in a graphical representation similar to a flow chart, in a form that can be scrutinized by a human decision-maker. It may be possible to use decision trees to identify combinations of features relevant at different stages of evaluating a post-conviction case, to help with prioritizing new cases, and to direct attention to the most promising path to pursue next. Once the algorithm segments the dataset based on a particular feature, subsequent branches (or steps) can be interpreted more easily than the outcomes of classic regression analyses. Furthermore, integrating the grouping variables/classes identified by an LCA can improve model fit for decision trees (Gañan-Cardenas et al., 2022), making the pairing of these two approaches promising. A decision tree approach may uncover previously undetected trends in the data and increase the interpretability of results derived via LCA.
Ultimately, the framework we propose in this paper uses successful exonerations to evaluate and identify potential pathways that may be used during the intake process for new applicant cases. This might conserve work hours, identify specialized resources needed for a particular applicant, and transparently support efforts to expedite and communicate about decisions within an innocence organization. Of course, this framework will need to be tested within the context of use. To the extent that this framework may reveal previously unknown biases introduced prior to conviction, it may also allow for more effective communication with law enforcement, legislators, and other policy-making entities in an effort to reduce future wrongful convictions.

II Method

A. Sample

The analyses presented here were based on data from the National Registry of Exonerations, downloaded on April 26th, 2023. There was a total of 3,284 exonerees in the database at the time of download. Notably, Berube et al.’s (2023) latent class analysis was conducted on data from the same source, but at the time of their download the database included a total of 2,880 exonerees.

B. Variables

In accordance with our goal of assessing the reproducibility of Berube et al.’s (2023) analysis, we based our analyses on the same variables and the same coding scheme to the greatest extent possible. We therefore relied on variables included in the NRE dataset, such as the six canonical factors, exoneree demographic information, case severity measures, and process/evidence-related variables.

a. Covariates

Exoneree Demographic Information. Several NRE database variables concern demographic information about the exoneree and geographic information (jurisdiction) about the case; while we initially remove state information, we add it back later while experimenting with manipulations of the tree structure. We excluded exoneree names from analyses, as well as counties. In addition, in the absence of intuition about how these variables are distributed or interact with other variables, we removed any continuous variables from our initial study—ages and dates, for example. We do, however, differentiate juveniles at time of conviction from adults, without further differentiating within those classifications. We retain information about race and sex (in fact, ‘female exoneree’ is a separate variable listed with the process information).

---

1 We discovered that six exonerees were in the database twice, from multiple exonerations pertaining to the same case. For these cases, we used data from the chronologically later exoneration, which generally has more specific characteristics (or “tags” in NRE database parlance). For two of these exonerees, the LCA analysis assigned each entry a different class because of significant differences in tags, despite it being the same individual.
Case Severity Measures. Another set of variables deals with case severity. The ‘worst crime display’ variable contains values for the single most severe crime associated with each case; there are additional binary variables specifying whether attributes (such as homicide, sexual assault, etc.) were part of a case, distributing this information in a way that makes comparison simpler. Berube and colleagues (2023) also use the sentence length as a measure of case severity; just as we removed ages and dates, we remove this information. The sentence length may interact, in ways we currently are unable to discern, with conviction date, length of incarceration, and details associated with post-conviction actions.

Process/Evidence Related Variables. The bulk of the variables in the data set are divided by the NRE as either ‘tags’, which include information about the crime or the exoneration, or ‘official misconduct tags’, which contain more specific information about misconduct that led to wrongful conviction; these are coded as binary true/false values. A small number of them reiterate information in other variables - female exonerees and juvenile defendants have been mentioned, but there is in addition a variable that marks whether a case was held at the federal level and that is repeated in the state information.

Handling of Exceptional Covariates. As we examine the trees, a number of these covariates will be manipulated due to somewhat exceptional status. First, because the NRE dataset represents a snapshot in time (with the outcomes of cases that may have taken decades to adjudicate), we consider a class of variables that are determined only at the end of the exoneration case. We use the ‘no crime’ and ‘DNA used in exoneration’ variables as examples of information that did not contribute to the original conviction but was a basis for overturning it. Second, we code based on whether an innocence organization and/or conviction integrity unit participated in the exoneration process, though we recognize that these variables may not be useful for all intended analyses. Manipulating these variables, however, is important to demonstrate the flexibility of these decision trees and how they are able to make similar generalizations even when provided with different input data.

C. Data Analysis Plan

a. Latent Class Analysis (LCA)

We began by reproducing Berube et al.’s (2023) latent class analysis (LCA), which identified four underlying classes in the NRE dataset, such that each case could be categorized based on its highest probability of belonging to one of the four classes. Following Berube (ibid), we used the Six Canonical Factors that contribute to wrongful convictions (Acker & Redlich, 2019) as latent class indicators, coded dichotomously. These are: Mistaken Witness Identification (MWID), False Confession (FC), Perjury or False Accusation (P/FA), False or Misleading Forensic Evidence (F/MFE), Official Misconduct (OM), and Inadequate Legal Defense (ILD). Goodness of fit was assessed using multiple criteria, including the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978) and Akaike’s information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1987).
b. Decision Tree Analysis

Using decision trees (WEKA, Frank et al., 2016), we decomposed and reanalyzed the four classes modeled in the LCA. First, we used decision trees to predict classification from the LCA approach, using only the Six Canonical Factors, to assess the validity in combining these approaches (six-factor model) and determine what ordered combinations of features could predict LCA-based classification. Second, we explored other trends within the four latent classes by examining covariates other than the canonical factors (extended model). The decision trees determined other associated features that predict the classification of a case. Case tags - such as withheld exculpatory evidence or juvenile defendant - were recoded as binary features where possible, then ordered by the decision tree to see how accurately combinations of these features could predict LCA-based classification.

III Summary of Results

A. Latent Class Analysis Reproduction

All statistical analyses pertaining to the LCA reproduction were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2020), with associated figures produced via the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2016). In accordance with recommended best practices for LCAs (Weller et al., 2020), we successively fit a series of models, starting with a one-class model. A four-class model provided the best overall fit according to statistical criteria, thus supporting Berube et al. (2023) while expanding their analysis to a larger dataset. The optimal BIC value was associated with a four-class model (21052.42), as compared to a three-class model (21180.39) and a five-class model (21054.58). Similar to results reported by Berube et al. (2023), fit improvement, as indicated by AIC, from the four-class model to the five-class model (a difference of 40.52) was much smaller than fit improvement from the three-class model to the four-class model (a difference of 170.64). So, we maintain, in agreement with Berube et al. (2023), that a four-class model seems to best fit the data, despite a more favorable AIC value being associated with the five-class model. We also note that one of the classes in the five-class model included a membership of only 7% of cases. Such a low representation of the dataset could lead to issues both with generalizability and interpretability. Again, deferring to the four-class model appears to be the optimal solution.

Table 1. Results of Model Fit Comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>BLRT</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Mixing Proportions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Class</td>
<td>22452.86</td>
<td>22489.44</td>
<td>1724.51</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1849.51</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Class</td>
<td>21528.89</td>
<td>21294.40</td>
<td>472.80</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>484.89</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.37/.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Class</td>
<td>21058.45</td>
<td>21180.39</td>
<td>302.10</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>315.37</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.19/.64/.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Class</td>
<td>20887.81</td>
<td>21052.42</td>
<td>117.46</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>115.32</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.18/.21/.30/.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Class</td>
<td>20847.29</td>
<td>21054.58</td>
<td>62.94</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>63.00</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.16/.30/.16/.07/.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* AIC = Akaike’s information criterion; BIC = Bayesian information criterion; BLRT = bootstrap likelihood ratio test; $\chi^2$ = chi-square. P-values were reported for BLRT and $\chi^2$. Mixing proportions were based on the most likely latent class membership.
Distributions of predicted class memberships and the profiles of their respective representations of the Six Canonical Factors were highly similar to those reported by Berube et al. (2023). For example, 100% of the cases estimated to be members of the class originally labeled “Witness Mistakes” were associated with MWID. The canonical factor OM (Official Misconduct) was also highly indicative of cases assigned to the “Witness Mistakes” class. The “Investigative Corruption” class was most strongly characterized by OM (100% of assigned cases), P/FA (Perjury/False Accusation), and ILD (Inadequate Legal Defense), while the “Intentional Errors” class was most strongly characterized by P/FA (100% of assigned cases) and OM. The “Failures to Investigate” class was most strongly characterized by F/MFE (False/Misleading Forensic Evidence), but did not have as high of an association with this canonical factor as was observed for the factors that most strongly characterized the other latent classes. These patterns are largely in alignment with Berube et al.’s (2023) results. We therefore tentatively retain the labels reflecting Berube et al.’s (2023) interpretations, but a critical evaluation of these labels and their interpretability follow in the next paragraph and in subsequent sections of this paper. Percentages of predicted class membership were as follows: Intentional Errors, 31.79%; Witness Mistakes, 18.06%; Investigative Corruption, 29.51%; and Failures to Investigate, 20.65% (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1.** Latent Class Analysis of NRE Data as of April 26th, 2023 (Reproduction of Berube et al., 2023)

Latent Classes (as interpreted by Berube, 2023)

Note. FC = False Confession; MWID = Mistaken Witness Identification; F/FME = False/Misleading Forensic Evidence; P/FA = Perjury/False Accusation; OM = Official Misconduct; ILD = Inadequate Legal Defense.
Because a goal of the present work is to use these extracted classes as targets of prediction via decision trees, a critical evaluation of the extent to which classes are mutually exclusive is warranted. To that end, it is worth noting that both the Intentional Errors class and the Investigative Corruption class were characterized by high degrees of P/FA and OM. Visually, their patterns of representation were quite similar. The similarities in these patterns suggest that our subsequent decision tree analysis may be more likely to misidentify cases assigned membership to the Intentional Errors class as Investigative Corruption, or vice versa. Examining the LCA’s posterior probabilities can help us predict the directionality of errors that a decision tree might make in predicting membership within these two classes. In LCA, posterior probabilities represent the probability of a given case to have otherwise been assigned to one of the alternative classes in the model. We thus ran a Welch’s two sample \( t \)-test, comparing the mean posterior probability of members in the Intentional Errors class to have been categorized as Investigative Corruption \((M = 0.18, SD = 0.11)\), to the mean posterior probability of members in the Investigative Corruption class to have been categorized as Intentional Errors \((M = 0.15, SD = 0.18)\). Results of the \( t \)-test indicated that there was a statistically significant difference in these mean posterior probabilities, \( t(1566.5) = 4.66, p < .001 \). In other words, cases that were assigned membership to Intentional Errors had a higher mean posterior probability of being assigned to the Investigative Corruption class than the mean posterior probability of cases classified as Investigative Corruption to have been assigned to the Intentional Errors class. It should therefore be expected that, when using decision trees, classification disagreements will manifest such that cases originally assigned as Intentional Errors will be more often classified as Investigative Corruption, as opposed to the converse.

B. Decision Trees

We use WEKA’s J48 package (WEKA, Frank et al., 2016) to build our decision trees. J48 is an implementation of the C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan, 1993), which is a Classification and Regression Tree (or CART model; Breiman et al., 1984) that, given the input database, will make partitions within the data based on how well a partition is able to generalize for classification. Variables used for these partitions have a high information gain at that point in the algorithm; the higher information gain a variable has, the more evenly its values subdivide the space, which minimizes the number of additional variables needed to classify a data point. A variable having low information gain does not mean that a given value is not representative of a class, but rather that the other values are not sufficiently discriminatory for other classes. At the point these low-gain variables are found in the decision tree, competing branches have been eliminated, making categorization based on the variable’s value more likely.

To take advantage of the decision trees’ learning ability, we ran several models, training two instances of each with either a 75% train-25% split or with 10-fold cross validation. In the first training regimen, 75% of the dataset was used to train the tree a single time, and evaluation was done over the held-out 25% of the dataset. In the second, we use 10-fold cross-validation (Stone, 1976), where we first partition the dataset into 10 equal sets, train a model over 9 of those ten, and rotate which model we test on the remaining 10th set. All other standard settings are untouched; in particular, we did not ’prune’ the tree, or remove low-occurrence branches, as we wanted to examine the breadth of generalizations.
For evaluation, we primarily use precision, recall, and f-score measures. Precision is the percentage of selected items that belong to the target group versus selected items that were not targets; recall is the percentage of target items selected versus target items the model did not select. The f-score is the harmonic mean of these two. Additionally, we will list confusion matrices, which will display how many items in each group were correctly classified and, if not, which other category they were classified into. These values will elucidate the error rates and patterns of classification disagreements (here, disagreements in categorization between the LCA analysis and the decision tree), which we will analyze below.

a. Six-Factor Model

We begin with the six-factor model, which trains itself on the canonical factors associated with each case and predicts which latent class is attributed to each. This demonstrates how well the decision trees are able to interpret the underlying data given to the latent class models. Hearteningly, these models perform near-perfectly, easily using the canonical factors to categorize cases.

b. Extended Model

Next, we created an 'extended' model, in which we train on the set of covariates rather than the six canonical factors, while still predicting the latent class for each case. High performance here will demonstrate that the decision tree is finding underlying patterns in the covariates that align with the latent classes.

Table 2. Evaluative accuracy scores for the 6-factor and baseline extended models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-factor, cross validated</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-factor, 75-25</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended, cross validated</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended, 75-25</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.737</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given high performance of the extended model, we can now manipulate the tree by excluding covariates that offer little predictive power regarding new cases under consideration, or including covariates which were initially set aside.

Table 3. Confusion matrices for baseline extended models (75/25 split)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classed FtI</th>
<th>Classed IE</th>
<th>Classed IC</th>
<th>Classed WM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True FtI</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True IE</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True IC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True WM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c. Removing ‘No-Crime’ and ‘DNA’ Cases

In order to more closely model the incomplete information that may be available to intake staff, in this section we remove variables that refer to the outcome of the exoneration. In the NRE, the variable ‘DNA’ refers specifically to new DNA evidence introduced in post-conviction that directly led to exoneration. In ‘no-crime cases,’ the exoneree was initially convicted of a crime that did not happen. This could be a crime that was entirely fabricated, or an incident that was mistaken for a crime, such as an accident or a suicide. Because these variables may be unknown at intake, we present a model here that makes predictions without them. These perform comparably to the baseline extended model, which used these variables for partition, suggesting that it is able to use other information in the data set to make similar generalizations.

Table 4. Confusion matrices for no DNA/no-crime extended models (75/25 split)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classed FtI</th>
<th>Classed IE</th>
<th>Classed IC</th>
<th>Classed WM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True FtI</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True IE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True IC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True WM</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d. Removing Innocence Organization and Conviction Integrity Unit Information

In this section, we remove variables that refer to the involvement of an innocence organization (IO) or conviction integrity unit (CIU), as they are characteristics of those who are vetting the case post-conviction rather than variables in place at the time of the crime, investigation, or prosecution. However, considering that our analyses may be used in the future to inform whether to accept a case, such information may be of value. It is worth noting that, while these two variables were included in the baseline model, that baseline was outperformed by the 75-25 split of this manipulation. This suggests that the high information gain of these variables may be preventing the model from revealing other, more informative partitions downstream. Because of these differences, it may be useful to observe a model with and without these variables to see where their predictions differ. This is not to say that the claims made by one model are inadequate, but rather that when the data is restructured by removing carefully selected variables, the model will compensate by taking advantage of new generalizations it previously could ignore.

Table 5. Confusion matrices for no IO/CIU extended models (75/25 split)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classed FtI</th>
<th>Classed IE</th>
<th>Classed IC</th>
<th>Classed WM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True FtI</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True IE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True IC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True WM</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
e. Adding State-Wise Information

In this section, rather than removing variables, we add the state where the case occurred as a variable. Because this includes over 50 discrete values - every state or U.S. territory, plus federal and military cases, which are listed separately - this was removed from the initial tree for interpretability, but reintroduced to assess the predictive power of these variables. These models are comparable to the baseline, though state information, where it appears, partitions trees close to the leaves.

**Table 6.** Confusion matrices for extended models with state information (75/25 split)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classed FtI</th>
<th>Classed IE</th>
<th>Classed IC</th>
<th>Classed WM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True FtI</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True IE</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True IC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True WM</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.** Evaluative accuracy scores for modified extended models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No DNA, no-crime, cross validated</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No DNA, no-crime, 75-25</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No IO, CIU, cross validated</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No IO, CIU, 75-25</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added state, cross validated</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added state, 75-25</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV Discussion**

Once these models are generated, a user can easily traverse them in the order displayed for the variables associated with a case, to examine similar cases and differences in classification. In Figure 2, we present an image of certain branches in our extended baseline model, with some sub-branches removed for ease of reading (for the entire tree, see Appendix A). Some of the case classifications are straightforward; if a case in the database has ‘true’ values for the variables ‘Other Misconduct’ (shortened from the NRE variable ‘Misconduct That Is Not Withholding Evidence’) and ‘Interrogation’ (or ‘Misconduct in the Interrogation of the Exoneree’), it is immediately sorted into the Investigative Corruption class, with no differences in classification between the LCA and the decision tree.
There is more nuance deeper within the trees, where more variables must be known for classification. As an example, consider the presence of *race*, referring to the race of the exoneree at the end of many of the branches in Figure 2. The generalizations for racial groups depends on the value of ‘Withheld Evidence’ (referring to exculpatory evidence withheld in the original trial); when this variable is true, the variable ‘Co-Defendant Confessed’ determines classification, but when that same variable is false, ‘DNA’ (whether DNA evidence was a deciding factor in exoneration) and ‘Innocence Org’ (whether innocence organizations were involved in exoneration) are prioritized. Even at that point, *race* is considered before co-defendants.

**Figure 2.** Example Branch of Extended Model

![Decision Tree Diagram](image)

*Note.* A zoomed-in view of a branch of the extended model (predicted latent classes are in bold). The first number in parentheses reflects cases that follow this branch; after the slash is the number of classification disagreements with the LCA classes, or cases whose assigned class doesn’t match the decision tree’s generalization.

**A. Classification Disagreements**

At the ends of these branches, the numbers in parentheses refer to the number of cases whose values follow that branch; when there is a second number after a slash, that number...
quantifies instances where the decision tree disagrees with the LCA for how to classify individual cases. Take, for example, the ‘Withheld Evidence: True’ branch that terminates with ‘Investigative Corruption’ (52/17). This means that, given cases with a Black exoneree, where an Innocence organization took part in exoneration and DNA was a substantial factor in exoneration, there are 52 individual cases whose facts match this branch. However, only 35 of these cases are agreed to be members of the Investigative Corruption class. Of the 17 items classified differently between the LCA and decision tree, the LCA categorized 15 cases as members of the Intentional Errors class and 2 as Witness Mistakes. The fact that this branch does not subdivide further means that the decision tree algorithm has determined there is no further generalization that can distinguish between the classes. There may be, for example, some variables whose values are distributed evenly within the next branching, but because it does not add further diagnosticity, that branching is not included in the model’s output.

B. Next Steps

a. Coping with Continuous Variables

In future models, we plan to consider how best to approach the inclusion of continuous variables. This may be informed by Gañan-Cardenas et al. (2022), given the similarity of their methods to our own. In their work, they identify coefficients used to measure dissimilarity in continuous variables. Our goal would be to reintegrate age and chronological dates using these measures to find commonalities between exonerees whose timelines are comparable.

b. Re-Assessing Latent Class Labels

A secondary goal of this project is to critically evaluate the latent class labels conferred by Berube et al. (2023) for their informativeness to human users (such as innocence organization intake staff members) in understanding the factorial patterns by which exonerations can be characterized. Toward this end, we might first consider whether the canonical factors listed in the NRE database provide the most useful basis for our analyses. An empirical investigation of the differences between wrongful conviction cases and cases in which the person charged with a crime escaped conviction was carried out by Gould et al. (2014). They argued that factors commonly associated with wrongful convictions such as police misconduct, false confessions, eyewitness misidentification, and reliance on jailhouse informants, should perhaps not be considered as "causal" factors, but rather as contributors. Their results pointed instead to age and criminal history of the person charged with a crime, punitiveness of the state, Brady violations, forensic error, weak defense, weak prosecution case, family defense witness, non-intentional misidentification, and lying by a non-eyewitness, as better candidates for "causal" factors (Gould et al., 2014; see also Acker & Redlich, 2019, pp. 20-21). However, an important distinction can be made in that the causal factors pointed to by Gould et al. (2014) are specifically relevant to processes that result in a wrongful conviction. Although informative for identifying wrongful convictions, the presence of any one of these factors may not be specifically predictive of whether a case will result in exoneration. Because the NRE contains only cases that resulted in successful exonerations, the six canonical factors in the NRE inherently lend themselves to more confident inferences about exonerations as opposed to wrongful convictions in general.
As discussed in the *Introduction*, there are notable differences between the set of six “contributing causes” identified by the Innocence Project as of Aug 1, 2018 and the NRE’s six “canonical” contributing factors from 2,253 cases as of that date (Acker & Redlich, 2019, pp. 15-16), with quite different percentages across the two distributions. Recall that the Innocence Project cases all involve DNA evidence (often from sexual assault), whereas the NRE set is much larger and more representative of wrongful convictions in general (ibid, p. 17). A benefit of our decision tree approach, constrained on the latent classes extracted from the six canonical factors in the NRE database, is that it can help determine which combination(s) of factors present in a wrongful conviction are likely to result in an exoneration, while simultaneously prioritizing transparency.

The benefit offered by predicting latent class membership from covariates within the NRE database via decision trees hinges on the extent to which the latent classes themselves are easily distinguished, and thereby interpretable. For the sake of distinguishability, the so-called “Witness Mistakes” and “Failures to Investigate” classes appear to have suitably unique patterns. However, as noted in our results, the so-called “Investigative Corruption” and “Intentional Errors” classes display markedly similar patterns of underlying canonical factors. Accordingly, our post-hoc analysis of the LCA’s posterior probabilities suggested that cases originally assigned to the Intentional Errors class in our LCA would be more often classified as Investigative Corruption, as opposed to the converse, in the subsequent decision trees. Indeed, this pattern was borne out by each of the models produced. It appears, therefore, that Intentional Errors cases may be harder to distinguish than Investigative Corruption cases.

This inference is consistent with Berube *et al.*’s (2023) assessment of differences between the Investigative Corruption and Intentional Errors classes. Based on correlational analyses of the covariates, they identified fewer discriminating factors for Intentional Errors than for Investigative Corruption. More specifically, Berube *et al.* (2023) suggested that federal and no-crime cases should be particularly indicative of Intentional Errors. While both of these variables are present in the output trees, there are differences in their patterns of distribution. In our models, no-crime cases appear in the decision tree before federal cases, suggesting that the no-crime label has a higher discriminatory power. In our dataset, 640 of the 1039 cases categorized as Intentional Error are labeled as no-crime, for a rate of about 62%. However, while there are more individual cases with this label in the Intentional Error category, they make up a higher percentage of the Failure to Investigate category - 474 out of 678, for 70% (the percentages for Investigative Corruption and Witness Mistakes, respectively, are 20% and 0.2%). Conversely, the Intentional Errors category does have the highest raw count and percentage of federal cases, with 61 out of 1039 (about 6%). While this means that the label will more likely indicate an Intentional Error case, these are very small proportions of the dataset. This is reflected in the decision tree with no-crime cases being represented at an early point where this information can easily eliminate a case from a category, while federal cases are much later in the hierarchy, providing discriminatory power only when additional information has already been considered.

Berube *et al.* (2023) also pointed out that the second-highest rate of F/MFE was observed in the Investigative Corruption class, so F/MFE might be a helpful distinguishing factor. Our decision tree results supported this; the models in which forensic misconduct was included to predict Investigative Corruption showed high information gain. In Berube *et al.*’s (2023) LCA, about 42% of juvenile defendants were assigned to the Investigative Corruption class, and in our
reproduction, the same phenomena were true for about 44% of juvenile defendants. Indeed, Intentional Errors are less easy to distinguish from Investigative Corruption than vice versa; the confusion matrices in Tables 3 through 5 highlight this, showing that the raw number of cases identified by the LCA as Intentional Errors but classified by the decision tree as Investigative Corruption is always higher than vice versa (although the degree of difference varies).

This underscores a benefit of the concurrent use of decision trees and LCA methods for understanding patterns in the NRE, particularly when the ultimate goal is to inform real-world intake decisions. Decision trees allow for a more nuanced window into how covariates may predict latent class membership, as opposed to inferences made through correlations alone.

c. Potential Uses

Our eventual aim is to understand how data-intensive methods could support post-conviction intake decisions. A qualitative study of 22 innocence organizations in 2011 found that organizations on average reviewed more than a thousand requests for every one successful exoneration (Krieger, 2011). Innocence organizations are often the last resort for wrongfully convicted applicants, and the organizations carefully consider each application with this in mind. When asked about their work practices, innocence organizations estimated that initial reviews of applications took around 21% of their time, and investigations, 50% (ibid). It can be difficult to decide whether to conduct an investigation without advance knowledge of the eventual outcome. Organizations burdened by the need to conduct excessive numbers of investigations actually achieved a lower rate of successful exonerations (ibid). Accordingly, Krieger (2011) recommended that future studies should focus on identifying patterns and trends of characteristics among cases that required serious investigation, in order to assist innocence organizations with reviewing new cases:

A future study should attempt to analyze all the cases seriously investigated (within a particular project or from many projects) to determine if particular characteristics or trends can be found that will help projects improve their selection of cases for serious investigation or review (p. 378, footnote # 240).

Some innocence organizations are already using patterns of data from previous exonerations to help them identify cases with high likelihoods of success (Weintraub, 2022). However, in their raw form, these patterns of data are not easy to observe, nor easy to infer, through rote case-by-case examination. The use of a decision tree algorithm in this context extracts patterns that exist within the available data and presents such patterns in a fashion that is easily readable, interpretable, nuanced, and transparent. Therefore, innocence organizations may refer to decision trees to inform and perhaps deepen their understanding of these patterns, such that they might be better equipped to identify cases with high likelihoods of success.

Innocence organizations may also use this framework as a training tool for law students undergoing internships/practicums, newly admitted lawyers working in post-conviction litigation, or newly hired intake staff. For example, law students are an invaluable resource for innocence organizations in providing support to their applicants and their cases (Ricciardelli et al., 2012). These students spend the majority of their time screening applicant cases, which provides an
increased educational benefit (Stiglitz et al., 2002). By having a better understanding of the pathways that lead to wrongful convictions, students may be better equipped to assess and apply their knowledge to these cases. Yet, certain critical case elements may be missing, or overlooked, in the initial legal proceedings of a criminal investigation (Findley & Scott, 2006). Accordingly, law students working at innocence projects through internships/practicums are often tasked with finding and collecting this information (Ricciardelli et al., 2012). A potential benefit of the decision tree framework is that it might make this process more efficient; it focuses on the factors most relevant to a particular applicant’s case. An arduous information search could therefore be bolstered by efficient and communicable data-intensive methods.

C. Policy Implications

The analytical approach we outline here facilitates adding and removing variables in data-intensive models, which in theory could allow both users and policymakers to better understand the models on which they rely for life-altering decisions. It could make it easier for policymakers to audit and monitor algorithms for biases, especially for those that negatively impact vulnerable individuals (see Kalluri, 2020). It could shape the policies underlying decision-making by innocence organizations to be more efficient, as well as empower them to audit their own practices for bias if they wish (e.g., intake staff members are well aware that deciding to take on a client who has submitted a complete questionnaire is much easier than one for whom key information is missing, ambiguous, or incoherent). It could allow policymakers to communicate about AI and data-intensive models with lawmakers (as well as with the general public) by demonstrating that removing a sensitive variable (such as race) from consideration by a model does not ameliorate the bias that can be created by proxies. It could allow stakeholders who may be injured or disadvantaged by the outcome of a particular algorithm to discover, document, and contest that decision. This sort of transparency is not present in black box approaches such as deep learning and complex regressions (which cannot be explained even by their developers).

Bias is not simply a characteristic that exists “in” the algorithms and their training data; the emergence of biases (as well as their unintended consequences) depends on the context of use. Recall the Amazon algorithm that recommended qualified men but not qualified women for hiring (Dastin, 2018). If the context of use had simply been to find men to hire (reflecting the data patterns of the past), that algorithm would have been deemed successful. The point is that decision-support algorithms should be monitored and evaluated regularly, as the impacts can change over time. In the domain of exonerations, such changes may include changes in the law, new developments in forensic techniques and caveats about reliability (e.g., Fabricant, 2022), evolving precedents about the use of predictive technologies, and public literacy about such technologies.

Moreover, policy should provide regulators with the tools and “teeth” to establish transparency baselines and standards in the use of AI/machine learning, even (or especially) from tech corporations and other powerful institutions who commonly claim that their data-intensive methods and algorithms are proprietary trade secrets. Any black-box methods should be linked to laws requiring accountability from those in power, as well as clear and available policies for stakeholders who wish to contest the decisions recommended by an algorithm. In another high-impact domain for the use of AI healthcare systems, frameworks for ethical use have identified algorithm monitoring and de-implementation as a final phase in mitigating bias in an algorithm’s
life cycle (Chin et al., 2023). While agencies such as Health and Human Services (HHS) have begun to take steps towards regulatory monitoring of AI (HealthIT, 2023), similar transparency and regulatory power should be established to monitor and de- implement potentially harmful tools used in criminal justice decision making.

For the post-conviction context of use, the methods proposed here might be useful not only to innocence organizations, but also to CIUs (conviction integrity units) and others who review potentially wrongful convictions. This will require developing easy-to-use tools that users can understand when they explore large datasets—an area for further research.

D. Conclusion

Although data-intensive methods make promises of efficiency and accuracy, resulting decisions may be biased when an algorithm's inner workings are neither transparent nor interpretable. Our approach uses LCA coupled with decision tree analysis on successful exoneration data. This reverse-engineering approach to intake data relies on patterns already present in the data to clarify trends within the latent class categorization and find further similarities between successful cases. These commonalities may be useful to determine what information would be needed for future post-conviction cases, while also directing resources for policy reform or educating staff in the use of data-driven frameworks.
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Expanded Decision Tree, Figure 2.
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